PEC 2008* (Stryker Room at noon, unless noted otherwise)

**Friday, January 11:**  
Tim O’Brien [commentator: Shawna Smith]

**Friday, January 18:**  
Curtis Child [commentator: Niki Hotchkiss] / Claudia Geist  
[commentator: Joe DiGrazia]

**Friday, January 25:**  
Tim Hallett [commentator: Ho-fung Hung] / Tabi White

**Friday, February 1:**  
*Inequality Symposium* — Art Alderson, Jennifer Lee, Jane McLeod, Ethan Michelson — IMU: Oak Room @ 12.30

**Friday, February 8:**  
Ho-fung Hung [commentator: Clem Brooks] / Fabio Rojas  
[commentator: Tim Bartley]

**Friday, February 15:**  
Amy Binder (UCSD) DBSE event – IMU: Dogwood Room

**Friday, February 22:**  
Jocelyn Viterna (Harvard) – IMU Dogwood Room; talk by Jason Beckfield (Harvard) – IMU Georgian Room @ 4.00 Thursday

**Friday, February 29:**  
Joe DiGrazia [commentator: Shiri Noy] / Shawna Smith [commentator: Claudia Geist]

**Friday, March 21:**  
Niki Hotchkiss [commentator: Tim Hallett]

**Friday, March 28:**  
*Symposium on Designing Dissertation Research* — Suzanna Crage, Niki Hotchkiss, Claudia Geist

**Friday, April 4:**  
Tim Bartley [commentator: Jennifer Lee] / Oren Pizmony-Levy  
[commentator: Suzanna Crage]

**Friday, April 11:**  

**Friday, April 18:**  
John Skrentny (UCSD) – didactic session (Stryker room 12pm) on historical/political/cultural sociology  
*Thursday talk is at the law school, 4pm — 3rd floor faculty lounge*

**Friday, April 25:**  
no meeting [Departmental Awards ceremony]

* presenters: put your draft on K:\ALL\PEC\spring 2008 (> a week before talk).